Where to Buy Gems & Jewelry
Thailand serves as a hub for the finest gems and jewelry. Colored
Stones and precious metals are flown in from all over the world
and are cut, polished and set here. The gems and jewelry trade is
concentrated primarily in Chanthaburi, Kanchanaburi and
Bangkok. The first two are gemstone mining and cutting areas
while the Thai capital is the major manufacturing and trading
centre. Shopping for gems and jewelry in Thailand is a delightful
experience for international customers.
In Bangkok, there are many areas throughout the city
affording ample choice and easy access. The following is just a
selection of some of the principal gems and jewelry shopping
districts.
Silom & Surawongse
The Diamond and Jewelry Road
If diamonds and jewelry are your favorite, then try out Silom
& Surawongse roads. Hundreds of elegantly decorated gems and
jewelry shops are lined up along both sides of the
busy roads in the heart of Bangkok’s financial district, dubbed as
Thailand’s Wall Street. Besides diamonds and jewelry retail shops,
you will also find many leading exporters of gems and
jewelry here.
To get to Silom, Surawongse, take the BTS and get off at
Saladaeng Station for Surawongse and get off at Chong Nonsi
Station for Silom.
Mahesak The Gemstones Road
If you’re looking for a variety of gemstones, Mahesak is your
destination. Mahesak is a well known gem trading centre offering
a wide variety of gemstones for export and wholesale.
To get to Mahesak, take the BTS and get off at Surasak
Station and walk for 10 minutes

Yaowaraj The Golden Road
If you’re looking for gold jewelry, then Yaowaraj is a must. Serving
as the main road in The Chinatown district, Yaowaraj offers a
profusion of gold shops. Here you can buy any kind of gold
jewelry, whether it be necklaces, rings, pendants, and brooches.
To get to Yaowaraj, take the MRT and get off at the Hua
Lampong Station. From here, take an approximate 10 minutes cab
ride, if you don’t run into traffic.
Charoen KrungThe Silver Road
The name of this road means “prosperous city” If you are
interested in silver jewelry, Charoen Krung won’t let you down. It is
very popular for silver jewelry people to come for unique
accessories and designs, Here you’ll find both wholesale and
retail shops to make your purchase.
To get to Charoen Krung, take the BTS and get off at Sapan
Taksin Station.
Moreover, you can find more JFC and BWC members at
Gems & Jewelry outlets/counters in Leading Department Stores
throughout Thailand, such as Jewelry Trade Center, Central, Zen,
Robinson, Siam Paragon, and the Emporium.

For confidence ensured & quality guaranteed, please
look for JFC and BWC sign before buying your favorite gems
& jewelry in Thailand.

